Suffix arrays are used in various application and research areas like data compression or computational biology. In this work, our goal is to characterize the combinatorial properties of suffix arrays and their enumeration. For fixed alphabet size and string length we count the number of strings sharing the same suffix array and the number of such suffix arrays. Our methods have applications to succinct suffix arrays and build the foundation for the efficient generation of appropriate test data sets for suffix array based algorithms. We also show that summing up the strings for all suffix arrays builds a particular instance for some summation identities of Eulerian numbers.
Introduction
In the early 1990s, Manber and Myers [13] and Gonnet et al. [9] introduced the suffix array as an alternative data structure to suffix trees. Since then the application of and the research on suffix arrays advanced over the years [1, 2, 3, 7] .
In bioinformatics and text mining applications suffix arrays with some further annotations are often used as an indexing structure for fast string querying [1] , and also in the data compression community suffix arrays received more and more attention over the last decade. At first, this interest has arisen from the close relation with the Burrows-Wheeler-Transform [4] which is mainly based on the fact that computing the Burrows-WheelerTransform by block-sorting the input string is equivalent to suffix array construction.
Moreover, in the last years, the task of full-text index compression emerged after Grossi and Vitter introduced the compressed suffix array [11] that reduces the space requirements to a linear number of bits. Other compressed indices of that type are Ferragina and Manzini's FM-index [8] based We deal with different kinds of equivalences of strings. The natural definition is that strings are equivalent if they are equal, and distinct otherwise.
In order to define the other two equivalences, we first introduce a bijective mapping m of the characters of a string t to the first |Σ(t)| integers, m : Σ(t) −→ [1, |Σ(t)|] such that m(t) = m(t [1] )m(t [2] ) . . . m(t[n]). We call m order-preserving if c 1 < c 2 ⇔ m(c 1 ) < m(c 2 ) for all pairs of characters (c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ Σ 2 (t).
We call two strings t 1 and t 2 order-equivalent, if there exists an orderpreserving bijection m 1 for t 1 and another such bijection m 2 for t 2 such that m 1 (t 1 ) = m 2 (t 2 ); otherwise the strings are order-distinct. If there exist not necessarily order-preserving mappings m 1 and m 2 such that m 1 (t 1 ) = m 2 (t 2 ), we call t 1 and t 2 pattern-equivalent; otherwise the strings are patterndistinct.
Equivalent strings are also order-equivalent and order-equivalence implies pattern-equivalence. The strings AT and AG, for example, are distinct but order-equivalent, and the strings AG and GA are order-distinct but pattern-equivalent.
Permutations and Suffix Arrays. Let P be a permutation of [1, n] . Then i ∈ [1, n − 1] is a permutation descent if P [i] > P [i + 1]. Conversely, a non-extendable ascending segment P [i] < P [i+ 1] < . . . < P [j] of P is called a permutation run, denoted by the index pair (i, j). Each permutation run of P is bordered by permutation descents, or the permutation boundaries 1 or n. Hence, the permutation runs define the permutation descents and vice versa.
The suffix array sa(t) of t is a permutation of the suffix numbers [1, n] according to the lexicographic ordering of the n suffixes of t. More precisely, a permutation P of [1, n] is the suffix array for string t of length n if for all pairs of indices (i, j),
at position i in the permutation is lexicographically smaller than the suffix
The rank array R P , further on simply denoted by R, and sometimes called the inverse suffix array, for the permutation P , is defined as follows. For all indices i ∈ [1, n] the rank of i is j, R[i] = j, if i occurs at position j in the permutation, P [j] = i. We extend the rank array by R[n + 1] = 0, indicating that the empty suffix, not contained in the suffix array, is always the lexicographically smallest.
Further on, we define the R + -array to be R
We define the R + -descents and R + -runs of P similar to the permutation descents and permutation runs, respectively:
, denoted by the index pair(i, j), i < j, is called an R + -run. Moreover, the set of
, or shortly desc(P ), and the set of R + -runs
h / ∈ desc(P )} is denoted by R + -runs(P ), or shortly runs(P ).
Further definitions. Besides the binomial coefficient x y = x! y!(x−y)! , combinatorial objects related to permutations that are important for this work are the Stirling numbers and the Eulerian numbers. Although these numbers have a venerable history, their notation is less standard. We will follow the notation of [10] where the Stirling number of the second kind n k stands for the number of ways to partition a set of n elements into k nonempty subsets, and the Eulerian number n d gives the number of permutations of [1, n] having exactly d permutation descents, also defined through the recursion (i)
3 Characterizing strings sharing the same suffix array.
We repeat a characterization of the set of strings sa −1 (P ) sharing the same suffix array P that states that the order of consecutive suffixes in the suffix array is determined by their first character and by the order of suffixes with respect to offset one. This result was already given, without proof, by Burkhardt and Kärkkainen [3] , and equivalent characterizations were proved by Duval and Lefebvre [7] .
To start with, we generalize a proposition about consecutive elements in a permutation to arbitrary pairs of elements.
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a permutation of [1, n] and t a string of length n.
then we also have that for all pairs (i, j), 
, and finally by transitivity we get R[
Before we can state the main result of this section, we continue with a further generalization. We extend our proposition from elements of the permutation referring to equal characters in the string to elements referring to starting positions of equal substrings.
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a permutation of [1, n] and t a string of length n. If for all i, j ∈ [1, n] with i < j we have that
then we also have that for all i, j ∈ [1, n] with i < j and for all k > 0
Proof by induction over k.
We now perform the induction step starting with
which obviously implies
and
Applying the induction hypothesis (2) 
Then we choose i ′ and j ′ such that
and since R is the inverse of P , we get
Combining equation (4) with
Since, by (5), i ′ is smaller than j ′ , implication (1) is applicable and gives
, completing the proof.
The crucial observation for the following sections is:
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a permutation of [1, n] and t a string of length n. P is the suffix array of t if and only if for all i ∈ [1, n] the following two conditions hold:
Proof. If P is the suffix array for t, the conditions clearly hold. The opposite direction is more intricate. If P is not the suffix array for t, then there must exist two wrongly ordered suffixes in P . Assume the positions of these two suffixes are i and j such that i < j and
and by (a) and by the fact that R as well as P are different at unequal positions, we get for all i ∈ [1, n − 1]
We apply Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 to get for all i, j ∈ [1, n], i < j, 
, n] which is a contradiction to (a).
(ii) If l > 0, the suffixes t[
Therefore, using (a), we obtain
But the assumption was that t[
which contradicts inequality (7).
Since both cases lead to contradictions, all suffixes represented in P must be in the correct order, hence P is the suffix array for t.
Theorem 3.3 characterizes the strings in the preimage sa −1 (P ) of P , and it also suggests criteria to divide the strings in equivalence classes according to their suffix array that will be counted in Section 5.
4 Counting the strings per suffix array.
In this section, we count the number of strings over a fixed size alphabet all sharing the same suffix array.
For a permutation P with d R + -descents, Bannai et al. [2] already showed that the number of different characters in a string t with suffix array P is at least the number of R + -descents plus one, |Σ(t)| ≥ d + 1. They also presented an algorithm to construct a unique string b P consisting of exactly 
Counting strings composed of up to σ distinct characters
Strings sharing the same suffix array P of length n can be derived from the base string for the suffix array by applying a certain sequence of rewriteoperations to the base string, after which the order of suffixes remains untouched. The modification sequence starts with the largest suffix. Increasing the first character of the largest suffix by r does not change the order of suffixes. Then, the first character of the second largest suffix can be increased by at most r without changing the order of suffixes, and so on. The m-incremented sequence s P,m of P is defined as
We show a relationship between the sequences sharing the same suffix array and non-decreasing sequences.
Theorem 4.3. Let P be a permutation of [1, n] with d R + -descents and S P,Σ the set of sequences over the ordered alphabet Σ, σ = |Σ|, with suffix array P . Moreover, let M be the set of non-decreasing sequences of length n over the ordered alphabet [0,
There exists an isomorphism between S P,Σ and M.
Proof. Let b P be the base string for permutation P . W.l.o.g., we assume
We show: (i) for each non-decreasing sequence m ∈ M the corresponding m-incremented string s P,m has the suffix array P and its character set is covered by Σ, and (ii) each other sequence o of length n, o / ∈ M, produces a string s P,o for which P is not the suffix array or the character set of s P,o is not covered by Σ.
We verify the conditions of Theorem 3.3 for s P,m :
verifying Theorem 3.3(a).
Therefore, P is the suffix array for s P,m .
Moreover, for each character of s P,m ,
. Hence, each m ∈ M produces a sequence s P,m over the alphabet [1, σ] with suffix array P .
(ii) For o / ∈ M containing a descending adjacent index pair such that
, we concern ourselves with two cases:
which contradicts Theorem 3.3(a).
This results in
which contradicts Theorem 3.3(b).
Therefore, only the non-decreasing sequences m produce a string s P,m with suffix array P .
The non-decreasing sequences o / ∈ M for which the character set Σ(o) is not covered by [0, σ − d − 1] remain. For all these strings, we show s P,o / ∈ S P,Σ .
At some position i of o, there exist a character greater than σ − d − 1 or smaller than 0. Since o is non-decreasing, this character appears at position n or 1.
< 0 analogously, leads us to the same result. Thus, s P,o / ∈ S P,Σ , completing the proof.
Finally, the number of sequences over σ characters with the same suffix array P is the same as the number of non-decreasing sequences over σ − d characters.
To count the number of non-decreasing sequences of length n over k + 1 elements, we observe the following. Proof. The non-decreasing sequences of length n on a symbols can be modeled as a sequence of two different operations. Initially, the current symbol is set to 0. Then, we apply a sequence of operations to generate non-decreasing sequences of length n. One possible operation is to write the current symbol behind the so far written symbols, and the other one is to increment the symbol by 1. To generate a non-decreasing sequence, we apply n + a − 1 operations, n to write down the non-decreasing sequence and a − 1 to increment the current symbol until a − 1 is reached. For this sequence of length n + a − 1, we have
possibilities to choose the a − 1 positions of the increment operations.
Applying this observation to Theorem 4.3, we get the number of strings sharing the same suffix array. The non-decreasing sequences of length n over [0, σ − d − 1] can simply be enumerated in-place by applying one change operation at a time, beginning with the sequence 0 n . The bijection described through Definition 4.2 suggests to apply these enumeration steps directly to the base string of a certain suffix array. In this way, we can enumerate all |S P,Σ | strings over a given alphabet Σ for a certain suffix array P in optimal O(n + |S P,Σ |) time, where n steps are used to construct the base string.
Counting strings composed of exactly k distinct characters.
So far, we have considered the strings over a fixed alphabet all sharing the same suffix array. Now, we characterize the subset of such strings all composed of exactly k different characters. 
We again represent these kind of non-decreasing sequences as n write operations and a − 1 increment operations, as it has been modeled above. Here, for the placement of the k − d − 1 increment operations, we are restricted by the mentioned conditions. In order not to hurt these conditions, (a) an increment operation must not appear before or after the first or last write operation, (b) at most one increment operation must appear between two write operations, and (c) the d descent positions are blocked for the increments. We are thus left with n − 1 − d mutually exclusive positions from which we choose k − d − 1 increment operations.
Filling the gaps.
For a given permutation P of length n with d R + -descents, we have already counted the strings over an alphabet of size σ and the strings composed of exactly k distinct characters, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the results. For different conditions, it shows the number of distinct, order-distinct, and pattern-distinct strings of length n. The first row shows the number of strings composed of exactly k different characters, the second row the number of strings over a certain alphabet of size σ, and the third and fourth rows the number of such strings sharing the same suffix array.
Some of the numbers were proven by other authors or in the previous sections, but there are yet some gaps to be filled. We start with the first row. Moore et al. [15] already showed that the number of pattern-distinct strings composed of exactly k different characters is n k . For each pattern-distinct string, we permute the alphabet in k! different ways to get a total of n k k! order-distinct strings. These are already all the distinct strings since we have no flexibility to choose different characters to produce distinct strings yet order-equivalent.
The numbers of strings over a given alphabet of size σ are shown in the second row. Needless to say, we have σ n distinct strings. For the order- Table 1 : Number of distinct, order-distinct and pattern-distinct strings of length n in general, and those mapped to the same suffix array. In the analyses, d is always the number of R + -descents for the respective suffix array.
and pattern-distinct strings, we just sum up the number of strings for all possible k. The number of distinct strings composed of exactly k different characters sharing a suffix array P with d R + -descents was given in Theorem 4.6. All these strings are again order-distinct. For a pattern-distinct string, we cannot necessarily determine a unique suffix array. For example, ab and ba are pattern-equivalent, but have different suffix arrays. This is indicated by a dash in the table.
The number of distinct and order-distinct strings over an alphabet of size σ sharing the same suffix array are given in the fourth row. Theorem 4.5 gave the number of distinct strings, and for the order-distinct strings we just sum up over all possible k.
5 Counting suffix arrays for strings with fixed alphabet.
In this section, the distinct suffix arrays for strings over a fixed size alphabet are counted. This also yields a tight lower bound for the compressibility of suffix arrays. We first confine ourselves to the equivalent problem of counting the number of suffix arrays with a certain number of R + -descents.
Bannai et al. [2] already stated that the number of suffix arrays of length n with exactly d R + -descents is equal to the Eulerian number n d . In their explanation, they interpret Eulerian numbers as the number of permutations of length n with d permutation descents, and explain how their algorithm checks for these permutation descents. In fact, their algorithm counts the number of R + -descents, but the R + -array is not a permutation. Nevertheless, as we show in this section, their proposition is true.
For a permutation P of length n − 1, we map P to a set P ′ of successor permutations, each of length n. We show some relations between P and P ′ , finally leading to the recursive definition of the Eulerian numbers.
First of all, we define the mapping from P to P ′ .
Definition 5.1. Let P be a permutation of length n − 1. A set of successor permutations P ′ of P is defined as P ′ = {P ′ i | i ∈ [1, n]} where P ′ i evolves from P by incrementing each element of P by one and inserting the missing 1 at position i, such that each position j in P corresponds to a position j ′ in P ′ i :
The insertion at position i shifts the elements at positions j, j ≥ i, to the right resulting in an increased rank for the respective elements of P ′ i .
Lemma 5.2. Let P be a permutation of length n−1 and P ′ = P ′ i a successor of P with insertion position i, then we have for all e ∈ [1, n − 1] that In this way, the insertion position i determines the rank array R ′ of the successor permutation.
Furthermore, mapping P to P ′ basically preserves the R + -order:
Lemma 5.3. Let P be a permutation of length n − 1 with successor P ′ . For all indices g and h, g, h ∈ [1, n − 1],
Proof. Let g and h be some positions of P such that 
Combining this with Definition 5.1 and the definition of R ′ + yields
( Thus, except for the insertion position i, the R + -order of P determines the R + -order of P ′ .
Lemma 5.3 considers the R + -order of P ′ , but leaves out the insertion position i. The next lemma states that the R + -order at position i just depends on the position R[1] of element 1 in the permutation P .
Lemma 5.4. Let P ′ be a successor of P with insertion position i and g an index of P , then
Proof. We first show that
. We consider two cases.
. This together leads to
According to Definition 5.1, P ′ [g ′ ] = P [g]+1 and P ′ [i] = 1. Combining this and inequality (8) leads to
Finally, according to the definition of
(ii) If R[P [g] + 1] ≥ i then the proof proceeds analogously by considering
, we finally obtain the stated equivalence.
After characterizing the R + -order of successor permutations, we now prove that through the mapping from P to an arbitrary successor permutation the number of R + -descents is preserved or increased by one.
Lemma 5.5. Let P be a permutation of length n − 1 with d R + -descents and P ′ the set of successor permutations for P , then for all successor permutations P ′ i ∈ P ′ , we have
Proof. According to Lemma 5.3, the mapping with respect to insertion position i does not touch the R + -order of consecutive positions not adjacent to i. More precisely, for all j ∈ [2, n − 1] with j = i
That means, each R + -descent at position j − 1, j = i, corresponds to an R + -descent at position (j − 1) ′ in P ′ i and vice versa. Therefore, we just have to examine the R + -order of the remaining pair of positions (i−1, i) in P and the respective interval
. We distinguish the two cases that either position i−1 of P is an R + -descent, or not.
Since
, we consider three subcases:
Hence, i is an R + -descent of P ′ i and the number of R + -descents of P ′ i equals the number of R + -descents of P .
Hence, (i − 1) ′ and i are R + -descents of P ′ i . The number of R + -descents in P ′ i is thus one more than in P .
Hence, the number of R + -descents in P ′ i equals the number of R + -descents in P .
(ii) If i is not an R + -descent of P then three different cases analogously to (i) also yield that the number of R + -descents retains or increases by one, respectively.
Combining all these cases tells, for each i, the mapping of P to P ′ i preserves or increases the number of R + -descents by one, respectively. Lemma 5.6. Let P be a permutation with d R + -descents and P ′ the set of successor permutations for P , then the number of successor permutations with d R + -descents is d + 1,
Proof. Let P be the permutation of length n and desc(P ) the R + -descent set of P of cardinality d, d = |desc(P )|. The set of R + -runs, runs(P ), is implicitly defined by the set of R + -descents, and also |runs(P )| = |desc(P )
To each run [g, h] of P , we assign a so called proper insertion position i, i ∈ [g, h + 1], preserving the number of R + -descents through the mapping from P to P ′ i , and show that the number of R + -descents increases for the other, not-proper insertion positions.
Let now (g, h) be an R + -run defined by a pair of consecutive R + -descents,
Remember, according to Lemma 5.3, the R + -descents not adjacent to the insertion position are preserved through the mapping to P ′ i . Therefore, it suffices to investigate the R + -order of positions touched by the insertion.
, we consider three mutually exclusive cases.
According to Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, we get the series of inequalities
Hence, for the insertion position g, there exist exactly as many R + -descents in the interval [g, h] of P as in the interval [g ′ , h ′ ] and according to Lemma 5.3 the other R + -descents are not affected through the mapping. Thus, |desc(P )| = |desc(P ′ i )|. For the insertion positions i ∈ [g + 1, h],
holds. Then, applying Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 leads to
Therefore, the number of R + -descents increases through the mapping.
We are left over with the bordering insertion position h + 1, for which we consider two special cases. ( So far, we concentrated on the inner runs (g, h), with g = 1 and h = n. For the bordering runs (g, h) with g = 1 or h = n, respectively, the proper insertion positions are defined in the same way. Just the proof proceeds a bit simpler, because the insertion positions at the borders 1 and n + 1, respectively, are not affected by adjacent runs. Finally, for each of the d + 1 runs in P , there exists a unique insertion position i that preserves the number of R + -descents through the mapping from P to P ′ i . All other insertion positions increase the number of R + -descents.
Theorem 5.7. Let A(n, d) be the number of permutations of length n with d R + -descents, then
Proof.
(i) Since the permutation (n, n − 1, . . . , 1) is the only one without any R + -descent, A(n, 0) = 1.
(ii) Obviously, the number of potential R + -descents is limited by n − 1. Hence, there is no permutation of length n with more than n − 1 R + -descents, and thus A(n, d) = 0 for d ≥ n. 
The propositions (i),(ii), and (iii) yield the same recursion as for the Eulerian numbers. Hence, A(n, d) = n d . Bannai et al. [2] showed that each suffix array with d R + -descents can be associated with a string of at least d + 1 different characters. Therefore, we sum up the appropriate suffix arrays to obtain the number of suffix arrays for strings over a fixed size alphabet.
Corollary 5.8. Let Σ be a fixed size alphabet, σ = |Σ|. The number of distinct suffix arrays of length n for strings over Σ is
Proof. After Bannai et al. [2] , all suffix arrays with up to σ − 1 R + -descents have at least one string with no more than σ characters.
Many application areas for suffix arrays handle small alphabets like the DNA, amino acid, or ASCII alphabet. Corollary 5.8 thus limits the number of distinct suffix arrays for such applications. For a DNA alphabet of size 4, for example, the number of distinct suffix arrays of length 15 is 861, 948, 404 = 3 d=0 15 d , whereas the number of possible permutations of length 15 is 1, 307, 674, 368, 000 = 15! which is about 1, 517 times larger, and this difference rapidly increases for larger n.
Moreover, we achieve a lower bound on the compressibility of the whole information content of suffix arrays. 
Summation Identities.
We present constructive proofs for two long known summation identities of Eulerian numbers deduced by summing up the number of different suffix arrays for fixed alphabet size and string length. We believe that our constructive proofs are simpler than previous ones.
The identity σ n = i n i σ+i n , as given in [10, eq. 6 .37], was proved by J. Worpitzki, already in 1883. We prove it by summing up the number of distinct strings of length n over a given alphabet of size σ for each suffix array: 
Equality (12) follows from the symmetry rule for Eulerian and binomial numbers, equality (13) from substituting i = n − d − 1, and equality (14) from 
Equality (16) 
Conclusion
We have presented constructive proofs to count the strings sharing the same suffix array as well as the distinct suffix arrays for fixed size alphabets. For Moreover, summing up the number of strings for each suffix array yields constructive proofs for Worpitzki's identity and for the summation rule of Eulerian numbers to generate the Stirling numbers of the second kind, respectively. One could also say the number of suffix arrays and its strings form a particular instance of these identities.
Of further interest will be the development of efficient enumeration algorithms for which our constructive proofs have already suggested suitable methods. For the enumeration of strings sharing the same suffix array, we have proved the equivalence to the enumeration of non-decreasing sequences which can be easily performed in optimal time, whereas the enumeration of distinct suffix arrays in optimal time requires further development.
